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Abstract This work describes an approach for strain determination at the “in-plane” torsional test using
digital image correlation (DIC) without brushing a statistical pattern on the specimen. It is well known that
the in-plane torsion test represents a appropriate test method for material characterization of sheet metal in
terms of yielding and kinematic hardening (Wagner et al. in Application of the in-plane torsion test in an
industrial environment—recent advances and remaining challenges. In: Conference Paper of the 12th Forming
Technology Forum, Herrsching, Germany, 2019). However, the gained measurement data do not allow the
exact reading of material models for direct use in numerical analysis. The determination of shear values
represents thereby the main challenge. Besides well-established methods for stress–strain analysis mentioned
in this contribution, the applicability of DIC methods for the direct reading of distortion on the specimen has
been investigated. Therefore, a torsion test rig has been developed and torsion tests using specimen out of mild-
and high-strength steel have been conducted. The in-plane situation allows the distortion tracking of single
points on the specimen by using a 2D image correlation software. The needed pictures were taken by using a
common digital lens reflex camera. It has been shown that the resolution of the inherent specimen pattern is
sufficient for the use of common 2D image correlation software. Torsional test results in the form of computed
yield curves of mild- and advanced high-strength steels are aimed to be presented in this contribution.

Keywords In-plane torsion test · Digital image correlation · Back-calculation · Enhanced material testing

1 Introduction

Calibration and identification of parameter of material models for forming and crash simulation have become
a major issue in the material development. To get comprehensive simulation results, knowledge of the material
behavior in the form ofmaterial models is required. Different kinds ofmaterial tests are available for calibration
of material models. However, the in-plane torsion test gives therefore the advantage of gaining test data far
beyond uniform elongation as seen in the uniaxial tensile test [1,2]. This available amount of data from the
in-plane torsional test lifts the prediction quality of calibrated flow curves to a more precise level. Additionally,
the in-plane torsional test provides the possibility of load reversal, without the usage of any stabilizing devices
as usually needed at common tensile–compression tests [3], and enables furthermore the determination of shear
fracture strains for calibration of damage models [4]. In order to perform in-plane torsional tests, a test rig has
been designed at the Institute of Structural Lightweight Design, JKU Linz, in cooperation with the voestalpine
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the in-plane torsional test

Table 1 Specimen dimensions

D (mm) ri (mm) ra (mm) s (mm) sg (mm)

100 30 35 1–2 0.5

Stahl GmbH, and successfully tested in terms of flow curve determination aswell as for calibrating of kinematic
hardeningmodels [5,6]. However, the gained measurement data in the form of measured torque T and the twist
angle α do not allow the direct reading of material models. For this reason, the extraction of the stress and strain
values represents a very important issue and requires an closer examination. Approximation of the calculated
stress–strain curves assuming a defined material model according to Bauer and Pöhlandt, [7] and the manual
measurement of the shear angle on deformed scribed lines [6] represent established methods for computation
of strain values. However, several issues render this methods in terms of accuracy and practicability, including
reading errors or assumptions of material models. Thus, the application of digital image correlation in terms
of strain determination has been initiated. Recent advances of the use of digital image correlation for strain
determination are aimed for being presented herein.

2 Experimental setup

2.1 Current test setup

In order to perform torsional tests at sheet metals, a test rig was developed and designed. The load transmission
is here done by friction to avoid influence on fracture load due to micro-cracks or stress concentration caused
by mechanical applied pattern or bores [8]. Figure1 shows the functional principle together with the general
dimensions of the specimen where D describes the overall diameter, ri and ra are the respective groove radii,
s is the sheet thickness, and sg is the groove thickness listed in Table1. The target values to be measured are
the resulting torque T and the overall twist angle α.

In Fig. 2, finally the torsion test rig, built up at the Institute of Structural Lightweight Design of the Johannes
Kepler University Linz, is pointed out. The rig is driven by a servo-hydraulic test cylinder.

This cylinder is pulling the lever armwith distance of 500mm to the center of the specimen in an adjustable
speed range of 0.004–500mm/s with a maximum force of 25kN (see Fig. 2). As already mentioned, the load
transmission takes place by friction; therefore, the specimen is clamped at its inner and outer diameter, where
the inner diameter of the specimen is free of rotation. The clamping device is designed in a way to provide
a steady contact force distribution in order to avoid bending of the specimen. For optical observation of the
deformation, a common digital single lens reflex (DSLR) camera, equipped with an self-made micro-optic
lens system, is taking pictures during the test. The camera is applied at the test rig supported by an integrated
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Fig. 2 In-plane torsional test setup

LED lightning system. The specimen will be twisted until fracture occurs. During the test, the cylinder force
and the displacement of the hydraulic drive cylinder are recorded. The twist angel α is calculated from the
recorded cylinder displacement values, and the torque T is calculated from the recorded force values and the
lever arm length. For the presented results in this contribution, specimen out of mild- and high-strength steels
has been subjected to be tested at quasi-static strain rate conditions. Strain rate dependency is not taken into
account in this contribution.

2.2 Test sample

Figure3 shows the current specimen geometry used at the “in-plane” torsion test procedure described in this
contribution. The specimen is manufactured out of sheet metal and contains a linear groove with constant
groove thickness. This groove represents an overload breaking part, where the groove thickness is kept in a
defined range to realize the torque transmission by static frictionwithout sliding.A torque transmission by static
friction offers the advantage of using simple clamping devices without any form of fit equipment like diamond
pattern or locking pins. These devices are usually affecting the measurement results due to pre-deformation
of the specimen [8]. The groove is actually manufactured by fine turning. This kind of manufacturing causes
slight notches which are taking influence on the gain-able strain and stress values and have to be considered
therefore. According to the literature, manufacturing of the groove by milling leads to the lowest variance of
the extractable material strength values [9]. To use the entire clamping force of the test rig in order to transmit
the torque to specimen characterized by high strength, the used sheet metals have to be free of any coatings.
Additionally, a lasered scribed line is applied on the specimen for visualizing the deformation.

3 Determination of material strength values under pure shear by back-calculation methods

In the following different established approaches for calculation of material strength, values based on a back-
calculation methods and post-measurement methods are described and shortly summarized.
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Fig. 3 Current manufactured test specimen: front view (left) and rear view (right)

3.1 Shear strength determination by analytical back-calculation from shaft rotation

This analysis process is based on Bauer and Pöhlandt [7]. The values for shear stress can be calculated easily
according to Eq. (1), where T represents the measured torque, r the radial distance to the specimen center, t
the time and sg the fillet thickness at the groove of the specimen.

T (t) = 2πr2sgτ(r, t) → τ(r, t) = T (t)

2πr2s
. (1)

The nonlinear relation between shear angel γ and the twist angle α is expressed in Eq.2.

α =
∫

γ (r, α)

r
dr , (2)

where the shear strain γ can be derived by series expansion. Therefore, a material model has to be assumed
for approximation of the computed yield curve to the real yield curve. The first approximation for the shear
strain γ0 is derived by assuming the material model according to Ludwik with σ f = Cϕn . In the literature,
the first approximation is also called the zero approximation [5] and is described in Eq. (3)

γ0 = Aτ
1
n with A =

(
βn+1

C

) 1
n

, (3)

where β = 2 in terms of equivalent stress formulation according to Tresca, and β = √
3 in case of using the

equivalent stress formulation according to vonMises. The variables A andC are fit parameters to be determined.
After comparison of the computed results based on the assumed constitutive law with the measurement result,
the zero approximation can be replaced by a second-order approximation described in [5].

3.2 Shear strength determination by manual measuring of a deformed scribed line

This method is based on the manual measurement of a deformed scribed line (see Fig. 4) and is enabled due to
the circumstance that every instant of time during plastic deformation and stress and strain gradient is existing
[6]. The shear stress distribution τ(r, t) can be calculated according to Eq. (1). Manual measuring of the shear
deformation γ (r, t) described in Eq. (4) at an defined state of deformation, together with the corresponding
torque, allows to extract a full yield curve based on at least one state of the deformed scribed line.

γ (r, t) = κ − ϕ with tan(κ) = ∂r uϕ (4)
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Fig. 4 Geometrical description of the deformed scribed line
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Fig. 5 Mounting situation of purposely built camera lens

The error proneness due to reading errors during the manual measurement of the scribed line can be named
as main handicap of this strength analysis procedure [8]. Due to the fact that high deformation gradients are
concentrated in small areas of observation, a slight reading error causes a strong deviation in the final results
for material strength values.

4 Determination of material strength values under pure shear using digital image correlation methods

A further powerful method for strain evaluation is digital image correlation (DIC), which has been successfully
applied to the current “in-plane” torsion test. The “in-plane” situation of the test provides the possibility to
utilize 2D DIC, using a single camera observing a defined area of the test sample. For this, a common single
lens reflex camera (DSLR camera, see Fig. 2) has been used for taking images of the region of interest (ROI).
To be able to use the commercially available reflex camera and to capture suitable pictures from the ROI, a
special achromatic camera lens was built, where the macro-focus is set on the specimen surface to be observed.
Figure5 shows themounting situation of the DSLR camera equipped with an applied special lens system on the
test rig, and Fig. 6 shows the achromatic lens system. A fixed mounted LED light ring ensures the appropriate
illumination of the sample section to be observed, and furthermore, that there is—without applied load—no
distortion of the gray pattern due to moving of the lighting.
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Fig. 7 Picture dimensions related to DSLR sensor size

Figure7 shows the image size calibration based on the sensor size and focal distance. Due to the small
image section (ROI) in the center of the taken pictures required for evaluation, a constant pixel pitch was
assumed and a distortion due to curvature in particular was not considered.

The images were taken at defined time steps during the twisting and assigned to the corresponding torque
values. The observation of a small area of interest together with a camera lens built on special purpose enables
the utilization of the inherent material texture of the uncoated sheet metal surface. Instead of applying an
additional brushed speckle pattern, the distortion of the natural gray pattern is tracked using DICmethods. This
approach in the specimen preparation gives the advantage of cost and time savings. Furthermore, it is ensured
that the deformation is observed directly on the specimen instead on a brushed coating. For investigations on
deformation observation using DIC, the software VIC-2D (Correlated Solution Inc., USA) has been applied.
Therefore, two different methods in image correlation have been investigated using images of mild steel
specimen characterized by a well-developed kinematic hardening behavior. Figure8 shows the initial image
together with the marked ROI including a size-defined subset mesh and reference points. Based on this image,
the following correlation methods have been analyzed in terms of statistical correlation error σ and distortion
observation:

– Absolute correlation: Distortion is referenced to the first (origin) taken picture
– Incremental correlation: Distortion is referenced to the picture previously taken.

The main source of error in 2D DIC is thereby the image correlation error σ , which means the error in
the pattern matching process between different image frames. It is a function of the camera noise, image
distortion, illumination conditions, speckle pattern, how parallel the camera sensor and specimen are and
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matching process (subset size, shape function, sub-pixel interpolation scheme, correlation criterion) andmeans
the average confidence margin for the data set where lower numbers indicate a better quality match [10,11].

Figure9 shows a comparison of the results of this two image correlation methods based on a mild steel
specimen.

The use of the absolute image correlation method causes a loss of traceable points during the correlation,
while the incremental correlation procedure provides distortion images without loss of traceable points or
fragmentation. Therefore, the statistical correlation error is decreasing compared to the absolute correlation
method. Strain determination at high-strength steels, where the low developed kinematic hardening rate leads
to a shear deformation concentrated in a small shear band, can be performed by—in principle—tracing at least
one single point throughout the test. Tracing of several (available) subsets within the observed area enables a
accurate determination of the yield curve based on the computed strain. Figure10 shows the different shear
band characteristic of mild- and high-strength steels. At the mild steel samples, the shear band is distributed
throughout the observed area, while at the high-strength steel specimen, a small concentrated shear band is
observable. Particularly at this kind of steels, the application of DIC methods is advantageous, due to the fact
that strain determination by manual measuring of the scribed line in a small shear band is inevitably inaccurate
[6]. Furthermore, the computation of the stress–strain curves by back-calculation requires an substantiated
assumption of the material model for high-strength steels with low kinematic hardening. Figure11 shows the
computed stress–strain curve of a high-strength steel using three selected subsets at different radial distances
to be traced for strain determination within a small observed ROI compared to the stress values gained by the
common tension test. Due to the “in-plane” situation, it is assumed that there is no out-of-plane movement.
The shear stress values τ(r) are calculated according to Eq. (5)

τ(r) = T

2πr2s
, (5)
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Fig. 11 Strain determination at a high stress steel specimen using digital image correlation methods

and the equivalent stress σeq.(r) under assumption of the von Mises flow rule according to Eq. (7) with

σeq.(r) = τ(r)
√
3. (6)

The values for equivalent strain ϕeq.(r) are computed based on the calculation by the software VIC-2D for the
shear angel γ according to

ϕeq.(r) = γ (r)√
3

. (7)

The “in-plane” torsion test was therefore performed at quasi-static deformation speed. Every marker at
the shown stress–strain curve represents a digital image. The material strength determination based on at least
three observed points in the concentrated shear area showed good results in terms of deviation. The stress
deviation between the maximum and the minimum stress values computed by data at the selected points P0,
P1 and P2 is < 2.2%

5 Conclusion and remaining remarks

A developed torsion test rig, driven by a common hydraulic cylinder using a lever arm, has been described.
Besides well-established back-calculation methods for computation of materials strength values out of the “in-
plane” torsion test, an approach for yield curve determination by DIC has been described in this contribution. It
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could be shown that the usage of 2DDIC by utilizing the inherent surface texture provides a appropriatemethod
for strain measurement, i.e., no additional brushed speckle pattern is needed for reliable strain determination.
Therefore, two different correlation methods were investigated in terms of correlation error at mild steel
specimen characterized by a high kinematic hardening rate and a well-developed shear band. It turns out
that an incremental correlation procedure, where the distortion of the subsets is referenced to the picture
previously taken, represents a more accurate method in terms of statistical correlation error compared to the
absolute correlation procedure. Furthermore, DIC supported strain measurements at high-strength steels were
performed in order to approve the usability of DIC methods for determining strength values of materials
characterized by a low kinematic hardening rate and a small shear band. It could be shown that by using
the inherent surface pattern, at least a sufficient number of traceable subsets can be observed for computing
reliable yield curves of high-strength steels. Next to themain idea of usingDIC for computingmaterial strength
values based on “in-plane” torsional test values described herein, several issues still remain to be mentioned,
for instance, the diversity of sheet metals to be tested in terms of coatings and inherent material texture as
well as the comparison of the determined material strength values to well-established test methods. Gaining
knowledge of the error evolvement of this method is a topic of further investigations.
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